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ABSTRACT

network infrastructures where heterogeneous economic entities meet in order to exchange Internet traffic with each
other [2]. To do so, each IXP member first establishes physical connectivity with the IXP network and then it both
announces the set of IP prefix destinations for which it is
willing to receive traffic and starts receiving route announcements from the other members of the IXP.
The Border Gateway Protocol is used to spread and select
the routes used to reach prefixes among each pair of members.
At medium to large IXPs, a Route Server (RS) service is
introduced to ease the exchange of BGP announcements
among multiple members [10]. The RS establishes a BGP
session with each of the IXP members, collects and distributes
their BGP announcements according to each member’s export
policy, i.e., the set of other IXP members that are allowed
to receive the route announcement originated by a member.
Despite the fact that such a RS service eases the management of BGP sessions and facilitates peering, its usage is not
widespread. One of the main barriers is that the export policy
of each member must be revealed to the IXP in order to correctly forward the BGP announcements. This information is
considered confidential, primarily due to commercial reasons.
Indeed, our interaction with network administrators reveals
such privacy concerns and, moreover, some networks avoid
connecting to RSes for precisely this reason. We point out
that beyond privacy concerns, revealing sensitive information
also entails the potential risk of triggering attacks [8].
Related work. The work most related to ours is [6],
which was the first to apply an SMPC approach to interdomain routing. The performance of [6] is far from practical
as it tries to solve the global Internet routing problem. We
focus on IXPs and study the technical challenges that arise
in this specific context by providing practical SMPC implementations that are beyond the scope of this short paper.

The growing relevance of Internet eXchange Points (IXPs),
where an increasing number of networks exchange routing information, poses fundamental questions regarding the privacy
guarantees of confidential business information. To facilitate
the exchange of routes among their members, IXPs provide
Route Server (RS) services to dispatch the routes according
to each member’s export policies. Nowadays, to make use
of RSes, these policies must be disclosed to the IXP. This
state of affairs raises privacy concerns among network administrators and even deters some networks from subscribing to
RS services. We design sixpack (which stands for “Securing Internet eXchange Points Against Curious onlooKers”),
a RS service that leverages Secure Multi-Party Computation (SMPC) techniques to keep export policies confidential,
while maintaining the same functionalities as today’s RSes.
We assess the effectiveness and scalability of our system by
evaluating our prototype implementation and using traces of
data from one of the largest IXPs in the world.
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BACKGROUND

Protecting the privacy of sensitive business data on the
Internet is a topic that is subject to ever-growing attention in
a highly-connected, insecure world. We focus on the goal of
preventing the leakage of business policies in Internet routing.
With the advent of Internet eXchange Points as the new
physical convergence points for Internet traffic, new privacy
concerns arise. Internet eXchange Points (IXPs) are shared

2.

THE SIXPACK DISPATCHER SYSTEM

We propose a practical solution for protecting confidential
peering policies of the IXP members, i.e., the specification of
what BGP routes a member is willing to announce to other
members, by executing today’s RS services on critical data
via SMPC [4, 11]. SMPC allows multiple parties to jointly
compute the outcome of a function f while keeping their
inputs to it and the outputs of f private. We leverage stateof-the-art accomplishments in SMPC to design sixpack,
the first IXP route server service for ranking, selecting, and
dispatching BGP routes without leaking any confidential
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business peering information. In our design, we outsource the
SMPC part to two non-colluding computing parties, called
Route Server 1 and Route Server 2, which carry out the
dispatching of BGP routes (see Fig. 1). Each IXP member
announces its BGP routes for each IP prefix destination
to the RSes in plain text, and creates two “shares” of its
(private) peering policy that are sent to the two route servers.
Each route server, in turn, sends to each IXP member, upon
completion of the SMPC, a share of its output, that the
member can use to recover its selected routes. We consider
two different route dispatch approaches, which differ in the
number of routes that are exported to the IXP members:
SINGLE and ALL.
SINGLE. In this dispatching approach, sixpack collects
BGP announcements from all the IXP members, computes
the best exportable route for each member, and dispatches
to each member its selected route. This approach executes
the exact same functionality as today’s RS, while in addition preserving confidentiality. Performing the best route
selection process at the IXP has two main advantages. First,
an IXP may have additional information relevant to the
route computation than an IXP member (e.g., knowledge
of congestion level and other performance metrics). Second,
some BGP routers have limited capacity and are incapable
of coping with hundreds of thousands of BGP routes.
ALL. In this dispatching approach, sixpack relays all exportable BGP announcements between its members. That is,
sixpack performs route filtering so as to enforce members’
export policies, but does not select best routes for its members. This approach enhances the functionality of today’s
RS and preserves confidentiality. The main advantage here
is that each IXP member now has the ability to select its
route according to its own preference of routes (reflecting,
e.g., its business and operational interests).
Threat model. To clarify our security assumptions, our
threat model focuses on the RSes as parties in the SMPC
computation that have a perfect view of all BGP routes (but
not the export policies) announced through the IXP but do
not monitor the actual flow of traffic. We assume that both
parties adhere to the protocol but attempt to infer as much
information as possible about the private inputs (i.e., export
policies) of the IXP members. Our goal is to prevent both
parties from learning anything about these private inputs.
Route dispatching. In Fig. 1, we show an overview of
the sixpack mechanism for the All approach. Member A
wants to announce a route R to member B. It first sends R
to RS 1 stripping off the export policy, which is secret-shared
with both RSes. The first RS generates a key K, encrypts
R with K, and redistributes the encrypted route to all the
members. The key K is given in input to the SMPC, which
guarantees that only the members who are, based on the
export policy, allowed to receive R will be able to reconstruct
the key K from the SMPC output, while the non-legitimate
receivers will receive a dummy key. Observe that the export
policy is never visible at either of the two RSes.
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Figure 1: Conceptual overview of sixpack
computed, and an online phase, which depends on the real
inputs. For implementing the rest of the system, i.e., the
distribution and processing of all the BGP updates among
RSes and IXP members, we used Python. We assess our
system using a two-hour trace of BGP updates from one of
the largest IXPs, with more than 600 members. The measurements were performed on two computers with a 3.5 GHz
CPU and 16 GiB RAM connected via a local Gbps network.
The worst setup and online runtime we measured in our
evaluation were 72ms and 19 ms, respectively, for 32 inputs
in the SINGLE case. Our unoptimized sixpack prototype,
written in Python, processed 99% of the BGP updates in realtime with a latency of 120 ms and negligible communication
overhead, even without precomputing the setup phase of the
SMPC. It is worth to recall that the convergence time of
BGP routing in the Internet is in the order of minutes [7, 9].

4.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

We believe that our scheme can increase trust in IXPs and
motivate further adoption of RS services.
Choosing the non-colluding parties. We assume that
the RS service at the IXP consists of two route servers that
are operated by non-colluding parties. We believe that neutral international entities (e.g., RIPE), who are trusted in the
Internet networks for services such as DNS, can be assigned
the task of each running an instance of a RS. These instances
are executed on machines that connect to the IXP network
at the same colocation data center where the IXP network
is hosted, hence minimizing the risk of being compromised
by the IXP while keeping latency to a minimum [1].
Optimization. The running time of sixpack can be further
reduced by means of the following three improvements: (i)
precomuting the setup phase, (ii) exploiting the fact that
the BGP route distribution is prefix-independent (even perroute independent in the All approach) to parallelize the
computation of the BGP prefixes, and (iii) rewriting the
Python code in a more performance-oriented programming
language, thus gaining an additional decrease in runtimes.
Future work. We believe that future research should concentrate on extending the functionality of privacy-preserving
RS services. One interesting direction is extending sixpack
to receive as input (beyond members’ export policies) also
members’ (private) local preferences over BGP routes and
then running SMPC to select the best (exportable) path
per member. We envision a system that combines the IXP
members’ routing policies with the IXP’s global information (e.g., members port congestion) to provide better route
dispatching in a privacy preserving manner. Another interesting direction is to apply the privacy-preserving techniques
presented in this paper to the next-generation IXP fabrics
based on the Software-Defined-Networking paradigm [5].

IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

We implemented a prototype for sixpack. The SMPC
part of the system, i.e., the two RSes, is implemented using
the ABY framework [3]. ABY provides low-level primitives,
written in C++, for building SMPC functions that are evaluated with the GMW protocol [4]. The computation of an
SMPC function consists of a setup phase, which can be pre-
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